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PARRO J

In this appeal arising out of an agreement by FMC Technalagies Inc FMC to

provide six new passenger boarding gates jetways for installatian by Caldarera

Company Inc Caldarraa the Greater Baton Rouge Metropolitan Airport John Bean

Technologies Corporation Bean successor in interest to FMC appeals a judgment

pursuant to a jury verdict ordering it o pay 13993876 to Caldarera and ta remove III
from Caldareraspremises three used jetways tha FMC had a reed to urchase For9 p

the fallowing reasons we affirm the judgment in part reverse in part and render

BACKGROUND

This appal involves the last remaining issues arising out of the renavatian and

construction of the Greater Baton Roug Metropolitan Airport on which Caldarera was

hired as the completion contracor after the original contractor deaulted and the

projec was taken over by its surety This lawsuit was ariginally instituted on March

27 2Qq2 whn the City of Batan Roug and Parish of East Baton Rouge through the

Greater Baton Rouge Metropolitan Airport District the airport filed suit for breach of

contract against Caldarera FMC intervened in the litigation on February 28 2005 to

recover outstanding amounts that i claimed Caldarra owed it for six jetways it had

furnished which had been installed by Caldarera at the airport

FMC through its Jetway Airpart System Division manufactured and supplied

jetways for the air transpartation industry The business relationship between FMC and

Caldarera began in December 1999 when FMC entered into negotiations with Caldarera

to furnish six jetways for the airport prajct Although FMCs original praposal included

installation of the jetways by FMC Caldarera eventually decided that it would be

responsible for the installation Following an exchange of correspondence between the

parties they ultimately agreed that FMC would furnish six jetways for18942258

1 Bean was substituted as a party following rendition of the judgment For this reason and because FMC
was the party involved in all the matters involved in this litigation we will rfer to the appellant in this
opinion as FMC

z More detailed information regarding this seris of events is provided in two previous appeals cancerning
the airport project See Ci of Baton Rou e v American Home Assur Co p71755 La App ist Cir
5208 991 So2d 48 and Ci of Baton Rou e v American Home Assur Co 060522 La App ist Cir
122806 9S So2d 1113



which includeda65000 buyback credit for three existing jetways that FMC was to

purchase The airport authorized Caldarera to obtain the six new jetways from FMC

and a natice to proceed in accordance with the FMC proposal was issued to Caldarera

by the airport On January 1 2Q00 Caldarera forwarded correspondence to FMC that

served as its natice to procd with fabrication and delivery oF the jetways FMC

eventually delivered the jetways to the airport and invoiced Caldarera as the delivries

were made Caldarera paid the first two invoices

However the deliveries were delayed and Caldarera claimed that the six jetways

were defective requiring it ta make timeconsuming and castly repairs before and after

installation Also FMC had informed Caldarera that it would not purchase the three

existing jetways Therefore Caldarera withheld payment of th final invoice leaving a

remaining balance of 33729777 After making sveral written demands For payment

FMC filed its petition for intervention claiming Caldarera owed it this amount for the

balance due an he cantract Caldarera answered alleging it was not liable for this

balance and filed a reconventional demand against FMC far various damages including

the costs af repair work it had performed on the jetways as well as starage and

transportation costs for the thre jetways that FMC had refused to purchase and had

left at he airport Caldareras claims far exceeded the balance that it had withheld on

th contract

Afer numerous legal skirmishes between the parties the case was finally tried to
a jury aver the course of five days in November 2009 Because the parties could not

agree on a unified verdict form he judge gave th jury both sets of verdict forms

providd by the parties On the verdict form provided by FMC the jury faund that

there was a contract between the parties for FMC to furnish six new jetways far

Caldarera ta install on the airport project Caldarera was paid in full by the airport for

the installation of the six jetways Caldarera was nat liable to FMC for the 33729777

outstanding balance on the cantract that it had failed to pay to FMC Caldarera was

entitled to same payment for transportation and storag of the three jetways that it had

3 Most of these factual details were included in the parties joint stipulations that were read to the jury
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removed fram the airport site and Caldarera was not entitled to liquidated damages in

connection with the contract but was entitled to back charges in the amount of

516976

On thescond verdict farm that had been submitted by Caldarera the jury found

that FMC had an obligation to furnish six new jetways in readytoinstall condition for

Caldarera to install at the airport FMC failed to furnish the six new jetways inradyto

install conditian by Caldarera and FMC promisd that the six jetways would be

dlivered by certain dates but failed to deliver them by the promisddates and did not

notify Caldarera that the deliveries ultimately wauld be 110 days late With reference to

Caldareras reconvenional demand the jury Found that Caldarera was not entitldto

500 per day for 10 days of late charges for untimely delivery of the jetways and MC

was not liable under any oher damage calculation for the late delivery of the jetways

The jury also faund that not all of the major components of the jetways were furnished

new by FMC some or all of the jetways were defective ar required repair Caldarera

repaired or paid for the repair of deFects and problems with the jetways and Caldarera

was entitled o payment of5159876or these repairs The jury further found that

FMC had agreed to pay Caldarera 65Q00 for the existing jetways but failed to pick

them up as agreed and as a result Caldarera moved the jetways ta its LaPlace

property where it stored them and performed maintenance blocking and pratection of
them However th jury faund that Caldarera was nat entitled to interest for th

period during which it expended funds on the storage and protection of the thre

jetways The jury found that Caldarera repaired andor paid for repair of defective

jetways and that FMC benefied from those repairs but that Caldarera was not entitled

ta 15 overhead and profit for the repair work

With respect ta particular claims in Caldarerasrecanventional demand the jury

faund that Caldarera was not entitled to recover anything for electriclcircuitry work

Caldarera was not entitled ta 74p00 to replace the teleradial rotunda and related

4 The amaunt assessed in this respnnse was the equivalent of the jurys assessment of this amount on
the other verdict form for back charges owed to Caldarera

5 The judge had directed a verdict on this issue finding that the evidence was clear and convincing that
FMC had agreed to purchase the three jetways
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equipmnt but was entitled to 37000 for that claim Caldarera was not entitled to

13200 for replacement of rooftop air conditioning units furnished by FMC but was

entitled to 989694 for hat claim Caldarera was not entiled ta any amount far

interior damage to thejtways or fbr replacing missing interior camponents Caldarera

was not entitled to4780 to replace a turning wheel assembly furnished by FMC but

was entitled o48Q182 for that claim Caldarera was not entitled to recover any

amount for repair of roof leaks at the air conditioning units Caldarera was not entitled

to storage costs for the three jetways and although Caldarera was not entitled to

53620 for laading transporting blocking reblacking and protecting the three

existing jetways it was entitled ta 23240 far that claim Finally the jury faund that

Caldarera was not entitled to recover fram FMC the 55OOp in late charges that the

airport had imposed on it and in fact was not entitled to any recovery from FMC for

late charges

On May 11 2010 the judge signed a judgment ordering FMC to pay Caldarera

13993876together with court casts and legal interest from the date of judicial

demand This award included 65000 owed by FMC for the purchase of the three used

jetways 2324Q for Caldareras transportation maintenance and protection of those

jetways and 5169876for Caldarerasrepairs to th six new jetways The judgment

further ordered FMC to remove the three jetways from Caldareraspremiss Bean was

substituted for FMC and filed this suspensive appeal

DISCUSSION

Standard of Review

In this case nither party has challenged the jurys factual findings The

assignmensaf error all address the trial judgesalleged legal errors With regard to

quesions of law the appellate review is simply a review of whether the trial court was

legally carrect orIgally incorrect Hidal o v Wilson Certified Ex Inc 941322 La

6 This respons was similar to the jurys answers to previous questions regarding late charges and
liquidated damages

This amount includes 37000 for replacement of the teleradial rotunda and related equipment
989694for replacement of rooftop air conditioning units and4SQ182 for replacement of a turningwheel assembly
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App 1st Cir51496 676 Sa2d 114 116 On legal issues the appellate court givs

no special weight to th findings of the trial cour but exercissits constitutional duty

to review questions of law and rendrjudgment an thercord In re Mashburn Marital

Trust 041678 La App 1st Cir 122905 924 Sa2d 242 246 writ denied 061034

La92206 937 So2d 34 A legal error occurs when trial court applies incorrect

principlsof law and such errors are prejudicial Legal errors are prejudicial when thy

materially affect the outcome and deprive a party of substantial rights When such a

prejudicial error of law skews the finding of a material issue of fact the appellate court

is required if it can to rendrjudgment on the record by applying the correct law and

determining the essential material facts de novo Evans v Lun rin 97541 970577

La 2698 70 So2d 731 735 If only one of the factual findings is taintd by the

application af incorrect principles of law that are prejudicial the appellate courts de

novo review is limited ta the finding so affected Picou v errara 483 So2d 915 918
20 La 1986 Rideau v Stae Farm Mut Auto Ins Co 060894 La App 1st Cir

8297970 So2d 564 571 wri denied 072Z28 La11108972 Sa2d 1168

Ju Interro ato Issue

The crux of FMCs appeal is that the trial court erred by failing to give the jury a

properly worded jury interrogaory an its claim instead sending two sets of vrdict

forms to the jury after directing a verdict an one of Caldarerasclaims which resultdin

an invalid judgment that shauld be reversed by this court FMC urgsthis court ta

review the facts oF this case de novo claiming the trial court committed plain and

fundamental error in its manner af presenting the interrogatories to the jury and in

failing to praperly apply the law to the facts as found by the jury

The jury interrogatory that underlies this controversy was one of several

submitted to the caurt by MC on October 20 2Q09 and asked

Do you find that J Caldarera Company failed to fulfill its cantractual
obligation to FMC Technolagies Inc by failing ta pay the outstanding
balance and therefor is liable to FMC Technologies Inc for 33729777
due on the contract

Evidence was presented to the jury on November 36 2009 and both parties rested
their cases late Friday morning November 5 Both parties had orally moved for
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directed verdicts in their favor Caldarera had also fild a memorandum in support of its

motion before court convened on Novembr6 and FMCs counsel had not yet senthat

brief Therefore the trial judge told both attorneys to fax directly to her whatever they

wanted the court to consider over the weekend and to get together and resolve any
diffrences they had concerning jury instructions and verdict forms Court was then

adjourned for the weeknd and scheduled to resume with closing arguments at 130

pm on Monday Novmber 9 2009

When court was convened on Monday afternoon the trial judge advised counsel

hat she had reviewed the memoranda submitted by both parties and after cansidering

the evidence had decided to grant the motion for directdverdict filed by Caldarera
with respect to FMCs purchase of the three used jetways All other motions for

directed verdic were denied Having granted the directed verdict concerning FMCs

obligation to purchase the three used jetways for 65Q00 the court noted that the

verdict forms would have to bervised to delete all items pertaining to that claim She

also stated that the verdict forms should be merged and made more concise

At this point the jury was brought in for clasing arguments Following the

arguments the trial judge held a charge conference with the attorneys and discussed
the proposed jury instructions submitted by the parties Certain instructions were

deleted many othrs wer revised ventually an agreement was reached on the

instructions tha would be given to the jury The trial judge then indicated her

disappaintment that th attarnys had not modified and merged the verdict forms as
she had askd them to do Beginning with the verdict form submitted by FMC the

parties were able ta agree on the first question with a minar revisian and agreed to
delete the second question The third interragatory is the one that forms the basis of

this appeal The colloquy concerning that question proceeded as follows

The Court Delete number two Okay number three is goad
Mr Shields Caldarerascounsel Well ther are two things wrong your
Honor

The Court What

Mr Shilds The amount is naw wrang and secondly or actually first
7



its too complicated to say fulfill its contractual obligations either they
paid or they didntpay and we agree that we didntpay

Mr Lavlle FMCscounsel Your Hanor I would

The Court Okay wait a minute Do you find that Caldarera failed to pay
Mr Shields But we admitted it in the trial Its not an issue All right
wellleave it in your Honor We would take aut the words fulfill is
contractual obligatian

The Court Took that out already I got do you find that Caldarera
failed ta pay the balanc due Thats an issu

Mr Lavell Take out the number then

The Caurt Wait failed to pay

Mr Shields Your Hanor can we add after the word balance

The Court Wait a minute after the outstanding balance due on the
contract Okay

Mr Shields Your Honor we would like to add the wards after the
word balance we would like ta add FMC alleges is so it reads balance
FMC alleges is due

The Courk Due

Mr Shields Of and then put

The Court No were not going to do that Wre going to do do you
find that Caldarera and Company failed to pay the outstanding balance
due on th contract

Mr Shields Why not just balance due of and then the figure
The Court All right Balance due of

Mr Lavelle Your Honor I would suggst that we just say the balance
due and thn and then the next question would could be do you find
that J Caldarera and Company is liable ta FMC Technologies
The Court Thatswhat I wanted to do befor Mr Shields decided
Mr Shields The next one shauld be logically your Honor the next one
should be how much if yau

The Court Yes if you find rdo yau find do you find that Caldarera
owes FMC 337Z9777 Yes or no Pretty simple
Mr Lavelle Well

Mr Shields Its two sixtytwo your Honor something like that its a new
figure

The Court You want to change th figure or leave the figur in ther
8



Mr Lavelle Why dontwe put in a blank and let them put in the figure
Bcause even though the judge found directed verdict on the contract
existing we still had our argument about

Th Court All right Do you find that Okay let me take that out If
so what amount what amount if any da you find

Mr Lavelle Ysyour Honor

The Court What amount if any do you find Caldarera owes FMC

Both counsel acquiesced o this change but continued quibbling and objecting o other

suggestions and revisions Finally the trial judge asked for a clean copy of both verdict

forms and stated

Tm going to merge these two documens and Im sending them to the
jury Im going back to the original draft that yau each submitted Im
sending them bath in their ntirety Im going o merge them and were
going to be finished with this debate Were wasting too much tim

Therefore the court is going to accept the instructions offered by each
side merge them inasmuch as they da not canfuse the jury and although
one or two questions may state it in a different manner they each have
some substance but to go line by line aver a twelve pag article at this
juncture would deprecate the solemnity of the pracess and further waste
additional time whil the jury is sitting in the jury room

The jury was returned to he courtroom and the trial judge read the stipulations of the

parties and the jury instructions that had been agreed upon during the charge
conference The trial judge then read the verdict forms hat had been submitted by

both parties without any of the alterations that had been discussed during the charge
conference and retird the jury for deliberations Counslfor FMC objected to all the

interragatories that had been submitted by Caldarera

Following its deliberations the jury returned with its verdict To question

number three on the verdict form the jury answered No thus indicating that

Caldarera did not have to pay FMC 33729777 In addition ta the directed verdict that

FMC awed Caldarera 65000 for the three used jetways the jury found it owed

5169876 in back charges for various specific items of repair work and equipment
replacement Caldarera had dane plus3240 for transporting storing blocking and
maintaining the three used jetways a total of13993876

MC contends the trial judge erred in awarding this amaunt to Caldarera
because the 337Z9777that Caldarera had withheld from th total contract amount
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owed to FMC was for the purpose of reimbursing Caldarera for funds it had expended

on exactly the items for which the jury found FMC should pay Caldarera 1399376

Since the amount found by the jury was less than the cantract balance amount withheld

by Caldarera th court should have found tha a balance of 19735901was owd by
Caldarera to FMC FMC contends that because question number three on the verdict

form did not include a blank space where the jury could specify a different amount that

Caldarera should pay FMC there was no place for the jury to make this computation

and award FMC he balance owd on the contrac after deducting the amounts FMC
awed Caldarera Therefare althaugh the jurys findings wre reasonable the court

misapplied those findings in rendering judgment

Caldarera argues that to the contrary the jury clearly was not confusdby the
multiple jury verdict forms ar by the wording of question number three Th jury

simply found that Caldarera was not liable to FMC for the amount withheld on th

contract but that FMC was liable to Caldarera for 13993876 Therefore the courts

award of this amount was appropriate

A somewhat similar situation was discussed by the Lauisiana Supreme Court in
the recnt case of Woole v Lucksin er 090571 090584 09055090586 la

4111 61 Sa3d 507 In that case the trial judge held a charge conference outsid of

the jurys presence after the submission of all of th evidence to the jury and discussed
with counsel thirproposed spcial interrogatories and any objections The proposed

jury interrogatories of both paries wre untimely and th parties had been unable to
reach any type of agrement as to form or content In fact the supreme court noted

that the recordrflects the fierce disagreement of the parkies both as to the form and

as to the specific questions for the jury Woolev 61 So3d at 577 n176 Accordingly
the trial judge drafted the jury interrogatories hrself using as a basis the language oF

LSACCP art 1812 which discusses the appropriate use of special verdict forms
requiring a special written finding upon each issue af fact Before closing argument in

the Woolev case the trial judge read to caunsel the interrogatories which would be

presented ta the jury and counsel for both parties wer allowed to express objections
10



on the recard The suprem court concluded that the trial judge had fully complied

with the provisions of LSACCPar 1812Binfarming the parties within arasonable

time before their closing argument of the special jury interrogatories and allawing the
parties ta record their objections Id However the supreme court further found that

with regard to th codlrequirements on jury instructions in LSACCPart 1793B
the district courtsactians fell short of compliance The trial judge informed counsel II

i

sh would not use th entirety of th proposed jury instructions of either of the parties
although she had considered them Then although the trial judge told counsel

genrally the nature of the charges she would give she ordered counsel to proceed

with closing arguments without giving thm an indiction of the precise content of the

final jury instructions Id

In the matter before us however he trial judge did not hold the charge

conference with the attorneys until after they had prsented closing arguments to the
jury This is clear legal errar as this procedure did not comply with the provisions o
either Article 1793Bor Article 1812B

The supreme court in Woolev further noted however that the finding of legal
errar did not end the analysis explaining

On appellate review of a jury trial the mere discovery of an error in or
about th mannrof the judges instructions does not of itself justify the
appellate court conducting the equivalent of a trial de novo withaut first
measuring the gravity or degree af rror and considering the insructions
as a whole and the circumstances of the case

Woole 61 Sa3d at 578 cit Adams v Rhodia 07Z110 La 52108 983
So2d 798 804 The test for appellate review set out in Adams is addressed to

rraneous jury instructians not potentially confusing or incomplete special verdict

farms Yet that analysis is instructive in the situation we are reviewing It states

A Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure article 1812Bstats

The court shall inform the parties within a reasonable time prior to their
argument to the jury of the special verdict form and instructions it intends to submit to
the jury and the parties shall be given a reasonable opportunity to make objections

9 Lauisiana Code af Civil Procedure article 1793Bstates

The court shall inform the parties of its proposed action on the written requests
and shall also inform the parties of the instructions it intends to give to the jury at the
clase of the evidence within a reasonable time prior to their arguments to the jury
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When a jury is erroneausly instructed and the error probably cantributed
to the verdic an appellate court must set aside the verdict Ultimately
the determinative question is whether th jury instructions misled the jury
to the extent that it was prevented from dispensing justice

Adams 983 So2d at 804 The appellate court should nat set aside a trial judges

framing of questions to be posd to the jury absent an abuse pf discretian Id

Woolev 61 So3d at 574

In the case before us there was no rror in the jury instructions nor wre there

any objections to the instructions because counsel and the court had worked through

them during the charge conference and were in agreement The error is in the courts

failure to advise counsel before closing arguments concerning the precise content of th

verdict forms and in the courtsrfiusal to modify a key interragatory on the verdict

form after initially agreeing to make such a modification

Aftr reviewing the verdict forms and the jurys responses to the specific

questions we are impressdby the jurys ability to harmonize the two sets of verdict

forms and reach a consistent and cogent conclusian on each item af damages for which
th parties were claiming recovery However once he jury had determined that

Caldarera did not have to pay FMC the amount af th contract balance it had withheld

the logical followupquestion would have been whether someIsser amount should be

paid This would have allawed the jury to consider whether some portion of the

contract balance should be paid to FMC after taking into cansideration the amounts

FMC owed Caldarera for repairs storage and replacement parts Yet even without this

followupquestion it is possible to determine the exact amouns found by th jury and
it is possible to render a judgment in accord with the uerdict Therefore we do not find

that the omissian of this followupquestion constituted an abuse of discrion by the
district court

But our inquiry cannot end there Caldarera contends that the judgment

accurately reflects the jurys verdict that it was not liable to FMC and must be upheld

FMC argues the court ignored the facts and the law by failing to apply the amounts

awed by FMC as a credit or setoff against the balance owed to FMC by Caldarera

Louisiana statutory law and jurisprudence recognize three kinds of setoff or
12



compensation legal which is efFected by operation of law contractual which is

i

effected by the will of the parties and judicial which is efected by the courts Richard

v Vidrine Auto 5erv Inc 981020 L App st Cir4199 729 So2d 1174 1178

Compensation takes place by opratian of law when two prsans owe to each other

sums af money or quanities of fungible things identical in kind and these sums or

quantities are liquidated and presently due LSACCart 1893 Bucks Run Enterprises
Tnc v Ma Const Tnc 993054 La App lst Cir21601 808 SoZd 42 431 In

such a case compnsation extinguishes both obligations to the extent of the lesser
amount LSACC ar 1893 A claim is liquidated when the dbt is for an amount

capabl of ascertainment by mere calculation in accordance with acceptd legal
standards BucksRun 808 So2d at 43132 Compensation of obligations may take

plac also by agreement of the parties even though the requirements for campensation
by opration of law are not met LSACC art 1901 Bucks Run 808 So2d at 432

Judicial compensation takes place when a court decides two parties are mutually
indebted ta ach other and adjusts the amounts owed in fixing the judgment Bucks

Run 808 Sa2d at 432 see LSAGC art 19Q2 The most usual cas in which judicial
compensation arises is one where the conditions for legal compensation do not exist

and the party who is sued on a debt files a reconventional demand In these cases the
trial caur finds for each party and renders judgment for the difference between the
amaunts found to be owed StandardRoonq Ca Inc v Ragusa Bros Inc 338

So2d 119 122 La App 1st Cir 1976

Caldarera admitted that it withheld 33729777fram th balance it owed FMC

on the contract because of amounts it belived FMC owed it far defective equipment

repairs it was forced to make delays indliveries and FMCsreneging on its agreemnt
to purchase the three usd jetways The jurys answer that it was nat liable for that

amount ta FMC does not completely address the factual situation in this case The

lo Articl 1902 of the Louisiana Civil Code states

Although the obligation claimed in compensation is unliquidatdth court can
declare compensation as to that part of the obligation that is susceptible of prompt andeasy liquidation
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court in its directed verdict and the jury in its responses to the questions on the

verdict forms found that FMC had breached its contract with Caldarera and should pay

Caldarera 13993876 Therefore applying the law carrectly the court should have

rendered judgment for the difference between the amounts found to be owed namely

33729777owed by Caldarera and 13993876owed by FMC We conclude that the

trial court incorrectly applied the law to the facts Found by the jury in confecting is
judgment The judgment should have recognized that when all of the damages

attributable o FMCs breach of conract were considered thre was still a balance owed

by Caldarera on its contract with FMC The judgment of the court should have stoff

the amaunt owed by FMC against he contract balance withheld by Caldarera

Accordingly this caurt must reverse that porion of the judgment of the trial

court that ordered FMC to pay Caldarera 13993876 Since the jurys factual findings

were not challenged and this court has all th information needed to render a correct

judgment we will render judgment declaring compensation such that the obligations of

FMC and Caldarera are extinguished to the extent of the lesser amount resulting in

Caldarera bing ordered o pay FMC 197359q1plus legal interest from the date of

judicial demand See LSACCarts 1893 and 1902

Removal of the three used etwa s

FMC also complains that the court erred in ordering it to remave the three used

jeways from the premises of Caldarera claiming that this amounts to an order for

specific performance that was not praydfor and went beyond the courts authority in

this case We disagree Caldarerasreconventianal demand asserted that FMC was

liable to it for 9267Q0 for the costs ofloading transporting and storing the three

usd jetways tha it had failed to remove from th airpart despite Caldarerasrepeated

requests that it do so It sought additional damages far ongoing storage and protectian

costs to shield the jetways from the eficts of weather especially hurricanes Clearly

the obligatian of FMC to take possession of th jetways it had agreed to purchase was
at issue in this case Moreover CaldarerasChief Executive OfficrJoseph Caldarera

testified that theres no question theres an agreement to pick up the jetways
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The specifics of haw to pick them up you offer a credit to take the jetways back
Brfan DeRoche th carporate representative of FMC conrmed tha understanding
stating

The original deal is FMC would buy back those bridgs We
would come in when we when FMC started the installation we
would bring in the jetway on a trailer the new jeway We would

unload the old jetway on that same trailer and take it out

FMCs agreement to purchase and take possession of the three used jetways was
supported by the evidnce and Caldarera requested reliF far its failure to honor those

agreements Accordingly we find na error in the portion of the judgment ordering FMC
tormave he three usedjtways fram Caldareraspremises

CONCLUSION

Based on the forgoing werverse the portion af he judgment that ordered

FMC ta pay Caldarera 1399387fi together with court costs and legal interst from
the dat of judicial demand We herby render judgment ordering Caldarera to pay
FMC 19735901 plus Igal interest from the dae of judicial demand In all other

respects the judgment is affirmed Trial court costs for this matter and costs of this

appeal are assessed equally to both parties

REVERSED IN PART AND RENDERED AFFIRMED IN PART
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